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Treasure hunt movie wiki

Calling all flea market fans and professional pickers! What if we were told you were a treasure hunt in epic proportions held every year in Kansas? It's true to be dubbed the U.S. Highway 36 Treasure Hunt, this unique highway yard sale takes place every September, covering the entire state of Kansas and earning itself another nickname, the Kansas Treasure Hunt. Started in 2006, the border-to-limit event
features flea markets, food trucks, and community activities during the long weekend of each fall. The 400-mile route covers U.S. Highway 36 in northern Kansas from the Missouri border to Doniphan County on the Colorado border to Cheyenne County. More than 28 cities participate, and each boasts its own attractions, from antique and flea markets to yard sales, local celebrations, food booths, and more.
Accommodation is also available on the route, so participants can choose from a selection of places to stay and enjoy the weekend. The Kansas Treasure Hunt takes place every year every fall on the third weekend of September. Activities officially run from Friday to Sunday that weekend, but some vendors, shops, and citizens are choosing to set up as early as Wednesday to capitalize on out-of-state
visitors who may be looking to spend more time browsing the goods. Certain working hours may vary depending on the type and location of the event, but usually shopping starts around 8 a.m and ends around sunset. It's no coincidence that this aptly named event called The Kansas Treasure Hunt—it's almost impossible to name every goodie you may find there. Usually, you can expect to score
everything from books, crafts and clothing to high-end finds such as fine antiques, real estate jewelry, artwork, and more. Some vendors specialize in only one type of good (such as children's clothing or wooden furniture), while other offerings will run the gamut and have a literal treasure trove to find. To post your trip down U.S. Highway 36, keep an eye on all the road signs. Not only do they have good
indicators of when major landmarks or stores are coming up, but they'll also clue you to grouped neighborhood sales, parking lots, and more. In addition, starting about two weeks before the event, you can find maps for sale at local petrol stations (and online via Google Maps) that represent participating cities and areas that will make it easier to spread your trip and ensure that you don't miss a good deal.
Take around a lot of money (there's no guarantee that credit cards are accepted) and come armed with any important measurements you may need, one more thing to consider: If you're hitting this steep route from out of town (or more importantly, out of the country), there won't be much room for endless treasures in your car. If you're hoping to snag several furniture, you can explore renting a truck to haul
everything home. If you live locally and think about selling goods in Kansas Treasure keep a few things in mind. First, to make it official, you will need to fill out an online contact form that appears on the website about a month or two before the main event. The county coordinator will respond to your state and give you instructions on how to register your sales (most counties will charge a small fee for
inclusion on the route map). From there, prep on the weekend to ensure you're ready for whatever (and who!) comes your way. Print or write a lot of signs so travelers know where you find it and have a general idea of where parking is available in your area if they ask. Sellers are also encouraged to have a lot of small bills on disposal (such as $1s and $5s) as buyers often arrive at a large face value
(especially in early sales on Friday). If possible, it's a good idea to secure boxes or paper bags for shoppers and if you sell fragile items, keep a lot of chopped paper, newspapers, or bubble wrap on-hand packing. Also cancel the tape measure so you can measure-up the pieces to fly or mark the pieces of measurement ahead of time, buyers will surely ask! Finally, prepare for bad weather with some tarps if
conditions get wet or windy. For more information about the U.S. Highway 36 Treasure Hunt, visit their Facebook page, or email them ushwy36@gmail.com. A huge demand for books offering clues to a hidden treasure chest worth millions has taken over the only New Mexico store selling memoirs. The book, Passion for the Chase, is a self-published autobiography by Forrest Fenn, an 82-year-old art
collector who first described his treasure last month today. The appearance generated so much interest that his website crashed within hours of his appearance. The collected works, an independent bookstore in Santa Fe, N.M., had been selling about 25 copies of The Thrill of the Chase in a month since its 2010 release. Within minutes of Fenn appeared today, the store began selling 25 books per minute,
estimated by the store's co-owner, Mary Wolf. The store now has about 4,000 books for backorders. This is the first time we've done something like this where we were unprepared for the answers we received, Wolf said. The phone still rings off the hook. Read more at KOB.comFenn originally published about 5,000 copies of the book, which offers a map and a poem featuring nine clues. Since then, he has
ordered another 15,000 from the printer. Fenn said he buried his treasure to help encourage Americans to get off the couch and explore the outdoors. Get your kids out in the countryside, take them fishing and get them away from the little hand machines, he told TODAY about his first appearance. Story: I win a $7.2 million slot in a friend's memory after the funeralShe then appeared a few days later to
discover a new clue: the treasure is hidden above 5,000 feet above sea level. It does not reduce the chances of much, especially in the mountain of New Mexcio, where life and treasure, possibly buried. The average elevation position is 5,700 feet. But that doesn't deter some people from seeking happiness, including one Texas woman got lost after a trip to New Mexico. Chanon Thompson, a 33-year-old
from Carrollton, Texas, spent an icy night in the bandelier National Monument mountains, but was eventually found by search and rescue crews and has since returned home. Fenn, who has had a long personal and professional relationship with the Collected Works bookstore, said he will not profit from selling his $35 memoir. All proceeds will go to the store and charity that fights cancer. Review the full
text of the poem here I'm not making one penny from this book, he told NBC affiliate KOB. I didn't even get a profit on my publishing costs because I didn't want people to say that the treasure chest was a fraud just to sell the book. Fenn said he hopes someone will eventually find his treasure, but doubts it will happen anytime soon. Story: Teen's chilly 10-mile hike to work leads to internet fameI'm not
looking for this weekend or spring break. I've been looking at 100 years, maybe thousands of years, he said. If someone thinks that tomorrow, it's okay, but they're not going to happen after that. They're going to have to figure out clues to the poem, and it'll take them right right to that. Wolf said Fenn is the kind of person who sealed most of his business dealing with a handshake. He's thoroughly honest.
This is something that has given him a great passion. It's exciting for him to share his passion for adventure and discovery with others, especially young people, she said TODAY.com. He lives vicariously through people looking for treasure. It wouldn't have been fun for him if there was no treasure involved. Excitement comes from the possibility that someone will find it. There was a time when hunting for
treasure required some tatty cards and a twitching compass. Your clues could've left the rum-addled pirate (X mark spot!) or passed through local folklore over several tankards of beer. If you were lucky, you would unearth a trove of jewels, spilling over the side like something out of a cartoon. More often than not, though, your information might prove unreliable, and – far from discovering lost gold – you dig
a rusty can and horse brass. Fast-forward a few decades and things are different... Welcome to 2015 and a completely new kind of treasure hunt; one that uses technology to make you your generosity, whatever it may be, and where it can sleep. In our case, it is somewhere outside Bristol's Tyntesfield estate, a Bruce Wayne-style manor house surrounded by a rural landscape and thick ancient forests
hidden in a collection of geocaches – atmospheric-tight boxes whose existence and exact coordinates are recorded in a global database, thus making them discoverable in GPS. There are millions around the world, some of whom are on National Trust sites such as know because my phone is guiding me to one using an app called c: geo. Instead of pointing north, the digi-compass points to the cache and
tells me how far I'm from it. Once you're a metre or two, you can either delve around the undergrowth, follow some written tips in the app or discover a spoiler image. Using a combination of all three types, I finally find my first cache, which turns out to be a Tupperware container hidden in a tree stump. Inside is a board magazine, a toy car and a factsheet about local birdlife. And there I was, waiting for a
wonderful silver cup ... The best backpack or laptop bag to protect your precious technologyMultip tradition, I captioned the book - T3 WOZ ERE - and make a toy, leaving the old Samsung Galaxy in its place. We might've left the keyring, but this is the world's finest gadget magazine, so only the best will do. Speaking of which, I've also brought the Garmin eTrex 20, handheld GPS made with geocaching in
mind. It goes off AA batteries, has a super-bright screen and detailed maps show relief as well as it's waterproof, so it's more powerful than your average smartphone – useful if you take your new hobby into the desert. It's very easy to get hooked on this geocaching business, gripped by the hope that the last person was as generous as us. Which is why I consider myself hefty on the headtorch as daylight
fades. If you're going to ramble around the woods at night looking for hidden Tupperware, you'll need a good beam. Petzl NAO is just a job – with jet LEDs that adapt to ambient light, rechargeable lithium-ion battery and maximum output of 575 lumens, it lights up the forest like that space from Close encounters with the third Kind.You could even take things to a slightly more predatory level with a set of
night vision goggles. You might think that they require a budget to rival the U.S. government, but in fact they're reasonably affordable. Pulsar Edge ones use costs £520 and fill your eyes with bright, grey-green vision, a bit like the night cams they use to spy on badies in wild programs. They're heavy on the head, but it's worth it's spooky view, allowing you to step through the darkness with confidence,
finding even the most well-hidden caches easier than you do during the day. After a while, you'll realize that while geocaching might be a great way to explore the strange corners of the countryside and learn about woodcocks and whatnot, it doesn't turn up much of a treasure. To do this, you will need the correct metal detector. At this point, we should leave the National Trust property as detectoring – as
enthusiasts call it – is banned here. In fact, you will need the landowner's permission wherever you go, or permission if it is on the beach (get one for free from the Crown Estate website). When it comes to metal detectors, XP Deus is considered the best in business, and certainly the most gadgety. For starters, it's completely wireless, so the coil speaks to and headphones using high-speed, reliable Wi-Fi.
This means that it is easy to piece together and adjust with a telescopic cant. But the best bit is a remote module that clips the cradle and helps make sense of the ground underneath, as visual help for familiar bips and buzzes. Alpine climbing: Alpine climbing tech on the big outdoorsIt has ten presets, which you choose under the terrain - one might be suitable for sand, but still is the best cow fields. I'm a
basic, general purpose setting that seems pretty idiot-proof. You wave it from side to side, almost rubbing the ground with a coil. When the central bar – running from top to bottom – goes over something interesting, you hear a buzz and the screen shows the number from one to 100.Broadly speaking, you're looking for squeaky clean tones and great numbers. Deep, spluttery sounds and small figures might
be something disappointing, like a rusty bolt, but a high pitched 66 might be a mysterious gold ring, in which case you'd better watch out for gobllins and wizards. If you think you're on to something, press the red pinpoint button and the screen switches to a homing display that helps you pinpoint the patch of soil. At the moment it's time to highlight the most groundbreaking gadget of them all: a shovel.
Digging impatiently into the ground, I found something silvery and shiny. Could it be? Did I find Black's secret left?? He came from all this part, after all. But unfortunately, there is no such success. It's an old shotgun cartridge – and a sign, I reckon, is that it's time to get off the ground before someone empties another. More Man vs Tech: How to survive the zombie apocalypse apocalypse
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